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Seeded self-modulated laser wakefield acceleration
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A new approach to laser-wakefield acceleration (LWFA) has been analyzed. A seed electron beam
bunch precedes the laser pulse into the plasma. This seed bunch initiates formation of plasma waves via a
plasma wakefield acceleration mechanism. The amplitude of the plasma waves is subsequently amplified
by the laser pulse via a self-modulated LWFA (SM-LWFA) process. This method enables the generation of
strong wakefields even when the laser pulse by itself has characteristics that are insufficient for driving
resonant LWFA or SM-LWFA. Another advantage is the wakefield formation begins at the seed bunch and
does not start from noise as typically occurs in SM-LWFA. This feature may be helpful when the phase of
the wakefield must be accurately controlled, for example, when staging multiple LWFA devices in series.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-wakefield acceleration (LWFA) has demonstrated
very high acceleration gradients in numerous experiments
[1]. LWFA is typically initiated by sending a few tens of
terawatt (TW) laser pulse into a plasma to create longitu-
dinal plasma waves or wakefields [2]. These waves travel
at near the speed of light and can accelerate electrons
trapped within their potential well. When the laser pulse
length �L is less than of order �p=2c, where �p is the
plasma wavelength and c is the speed of light, this wake-
field generation is referred to as resonant LWFA.

In a variation of the LWFA method, called self-
modulated LWFA (SM-LWFA) [3], the laser pulse length
is much longer than �p=2c, but the laser intensity is still
very high. This permits the laser electric field to feed
energy into the wakefield via forward Raman scattering
and/or a self-modulation instability. This enhances the
wakefield formation process allowing much higher gra-
dients to be produced compared to resonant LWFA.
However, for wakefield amplitudes of interest, SM-
LWFA is a highly nonlinear process that typically starts
from noise, so that the phase of the resulting wake is
essentially uncontrolled.

Wakefield formation in a plasma is also possible by
using an ultrashort electron beam (e-beam) bunch rather
than a laser pulse. This is referred to as plasma wakefield
acceleration (PWFA) [4]. The formation mechanism in
PWFA is analogous to resonant LWFA; hence, the resultant
wakefields can have similar characteristics.
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This paper presents the modeling analysis for a new
method of laser-wakefield generation, which we call
seeded SM-LWFA. (This concept was first introduced as
‘‘stimulated LWFA’’ [5]). It is essentially a hybrid of
PWFA and SM-LWFA where an ultrashort e-beam bunch
generates a wakefield in a plasma via PWFA. A laser pulse
immediately follows the e-beam bunch and amplifies the
wakefield via the SM-LWFA process.

The motivations for the development of this novel
method are twofold. First, LWFA experiments are being
conducted at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Accelerator Test Facility (BNL-ATF) that will use a TW
CO2 laser to drive the acceleration process [6]. However,
the CO2 laser pulse length is too long for resonant LWFA.
Furthermore, conventional SM-LWFA is not feasible be-
cause simulations indicate at the present laser power levels
that transverse wakefields tend to be generated rather than
longitudinal ones. Seeded SM-LWFA circumvents these
limitations by using an e-beam to initiate a longitudinal
wakefield with amplitude much larger than the noise level,
which the laser pulse can then amplify.

Second, the ultimate aim of the LWFA experiments at
the ATF is to demonstrate efficient trapping and accelera-
tion of electron microbunches while maintaining a narrow
energy spread (i.e., monoenergetic). This is an important
requirement for any practical laser-driven linear accelera-
tor. The strategy being followed is the same one proved
successful during the staged electron laser acceleration
(STELLA) experiments [7]. STELLA demonstrated effi-
cient trapping and monoenergetic acceleration using a two-
stage laser acceleration system based upon inverse free
electron lasers (IFEL) [8]. The first IFEL stage modulated
the e-beam energy thereby creating a train of micro-
3-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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bunches. The second IFEL trapped and accelerated these
microbunches. Inherent in this basic approach is the need
to rephase the microbunches with the accelerating field in
the second acceleration stage. This implies the need to
control the phase of the accelerating field.

During resonant LWFA or PWFA, the phase of the
generated wakefield should be closely correlated to a fea-
ture of the laser or e-beam pulse shape, respectively. (The
former assumes the laser power is below the threshold for
self-focusing of the laser beam in the plasma [9]). Hence,
seeded SM-LWFA may also provide a means for generat-
ing wakefields whose phase is more controllable than in
conventional SM-LWFA where the wakefield arises from
noise. The ATF LWFA experiment, which is referred to as
STELLA-LW where LW stands for laser wakefield, would
be one of the first to investigate control of the wakefield
phase in this manner.

Note that there is another potential method for control-
ling the phase and character of SM-LWFA by using a
second low-intensity frequency-shifted laser pulse, which
provides a seed for the main laser pulse self-modulation
and does not rely on noise to generate the wakefields
[10,11].

The next section reviews changes made to an existing
LWFA model to simulate the seeding process and the
affects of the amplified wakefield on witness electrons
that follow the seed e-beam bunch. Section III presents
the model predictions assuming the ATF linac and CO2

laser characteristics. Conclusions follow in Sec. IV.
II. MODIFICATIONS TO LWFA MODEL

As explained, seeded SM-LWFA requires a seed e-beam
bunch and laser pulse. A second e-beam bunch (‘‘witness’’
bunch) follows the seed and laser pulses to provide elec-
trons that interact with the amplified wakefield.

The ATF linac is capable of providing two e-beam
bunches separated by a short time interval (e.g., 10–
20 ps) [12]. The first bunch serves as the seed and the
second as the witness. The ATF can also send these dual
bunches through a magnetic chicane such that the first
bunch is compressed to less than 200 fs while the duration
of the second bunch remains largely unchanged. This
compression of the first bunch is necessary for efficient
seed wake generation. The length of the second witness
bunch is less critical.

A model to simulate LWFA generation using a CO2 laser
pulse was developed earlier in conjunction with analysis of
another scheme called pseudoresonant LWFA [13]. This
model is well suited for also simulating seeded SM-LWFA;
however, it required two modifications. The first is to
introduce a seed e-beam bunch whose wakes interact
with the laser pulse propagating through the plasma. The
second is to add the witness bunch. Because the formation
of the wakefields and their amplification does not occur
immediately after entering the plasma, it is important to
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include the effects of the plasma on the witness electrons
before they reach the high-amplitude wakefields.

Equations (1)–(4) below are reproductions of Eqs. (4)–
(7) from [13] except for the addition of a new term jb in
Eq. (3) that represents the current density of the seed
e-beam bunch.
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where e is the electron charge; E and B are the electric
field and magnetic flux in the plasma, respectively;m is the
mass of the electron; � � �1� �p=mc�2 � jaj2=2	1=2; n is
the plasma electron density; and p and v are the electron
momentum and velocity, respectively. The dimensionless
envelope amplitude a of the laser pulse is related to the
electric field of the laser pulse E0 by the expression

eE0=�m!0c� � Refe0a exp��i!0t� ik0z	g; (5)

where !0 and k0 � !0=c are the frequency and wave
number of the laser radiation, respectively. Here e0 is the
unit vector of the laser polarization, which is assumed to be
linear. The quantity a is assumed to vary slowly on the time
and spatial scales !�1

0 and k�1
0 , respectively.

Equations (1)–(4) describe the slowly varying motions
and fields in the plasma. The seed e-beam is assumed to be
relativistic with a current that is some given function of
time and space, e.g., Gaussian.

As done in [13], we make a quasistatic approximation
[14] by defining dimensionless coordinates moving with
the laser pulse variables

� � kp0�z� ct�; � � kp0z; � � kp0r?; (6)

where kp0 � !p0=c � �4�e
2N0=m�

1=2=c is the normaliz-
ing inverse space scale; N0 is the unperturbed electron
plasma density on the e-beam axis, N0 � n0�r � 0�; and
r? � fx; yg � rfcos’; sin’g is the radius vector in the
radial direction r.

With the addition of the seed bunch, the linearized
Eq. (16) of [13] for the wakefield potential variation ��
becomes
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where �0�	� � n0�	�=N0 is the normalized electron back-
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ground density in the plasma channel; Nb is the normalized
seed electron bunch density, Nb � nb��; 	; ��=N0, [jb �
f0; 0; jbzg, jbz � enb��; 	; ��c]; and �? is the transverse
part of the Laplacian operator. All other equations in the
model have the same form as in [13].

To investigate the acceleration of relativistic electrons of
the witness e-beam bunch in the wakefield we use the
equations of motion in the form of [15]

dPz
d�
� Fz��; 	; ��; (8)

dPr
d�
� Fr��; 	; ��; (9)

d�
d�
�

Pz���������������������������
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2
r
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where Pz, Pr � fPx; Pyg are components of momentum,
longitudinal and perpendicular to the axis OZ, of an accel-
erating electron normalized tomc; � � !p0t; and � � ��
�. The axial and radial components of the normalized force
acting on the accelerating electron moving with velocity c
along the OZ axis is a reasonable approximation for the
relativistic witness e-beam bunch. These components can
be expressed in terms of the normalized (to mc2=e) wake-
field potential � � 1� �� as follows:
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where Fr � fFx; Fyg � Frfcos’; sin’g.
In the simulations that follow we make the simplifying

assumption of an infinite uniform plasma density in all
directions. As a result the laser beam will exhibit modest
diffractive spreading over the short plasma lengths mod-
eled since the propagation distance is less than the laser
beam Rayleigh range. In actual experiments [6], a capillary
discharge could be used to guide the laser beam over longer
distances.

III. MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR SEEDED SM-
LWFA

The conventions for describing the e-beam and laser
beam are as follows. The laser beam amplitude a is given
by

a�r; z � 0; t� � a0 exp
�
�
r2

w2
0

�
�t� ta�2

�2
L

�
; (14)
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and the e-beam density distribution is described as

nb�r; z � 0; t� � nb0 exp
�
�

r2

2
2
e
�
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2�2
e

�
; (15)

where ta and tb represent the delay times between the
various pulses; 
e 
 
e-seed, tb 
 tb-seed, and �e 

�e-seed for the seed e-beam bunch; and 
e 
 
e-witness,
tb 
 tb-witness, and �e 
 �e-witness for the witness e-beam
bunch. These seemingly mixed conventions were adopted
because of their prevalent usage within the laser (for a) and
accelerator (for nb) communities. For example, w0 is the
usual waist of the laser beam focus, whereas 
e is the rms
size of the e-beam.

Table I lists the parameter values used in the model,
which were chosen to simulate the approximate anticipated
conditions at the ATF when utilizing the magnetic chicane
to compress the seed e-beam bunch. As mentioned, the
assumption is made that the plasma density is uniform over
the entire plasma length; in reality, it may vary longitudi-
nally when the capillary is short, e.g., 3– 4 mm.

One important parameter to note is the plasma density,
which is approaching 1017 cm�3. This is nearly 10�
higher than the density required for pseudoresonant
LWFA [13]. It can be higher because the compressed
seed e-beam bunch length, of order �100–200 fs, is short
enough for efficient seed wake generation at this higher
density.

In the model predictions that follow, two cases are
examined where the parameters are essentially the same
except for differences in the temporal position of the seed
bunch td � tb-seed–ta within the laser pulse envelope. The
delay time td is measured between the peaks of the laser
pulse and the seed e-beam bunch at the capillary entrance.
This shows the sensitivity of the seeding process to this
time delay.

A. Time delay between laser and seed pulses td �
2:97 ps

Figures 1–5 show the results for the case when td �
2:97 ps. In Fig. 1, the peak of the wakefield potential and
the laser field maximum on axis are shown. The maximum
of the laser field at the plasma boundary is chosen to be at
� � �a � 200. The seed e-beam bunch propagates ahead
of the laser pulse at �b � 250, which corresponds to a time
delay between the laser pulse and seed e-beam bunch of
td � 2:97 ps. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 2,
where the dashed line represents the laser pulse envelope
at the plasma entrance (z � 0). The oscillating (red) line
just below is the envelope after the pulse propagates in the
plasma a distance z � 2:62 mm. It is slightly lower be-
cause of some defocusing of the laser beam caused by
diffraction. (For the conditions simulated, depletion of
laser pulse energy is negligible.) More importantly, it
shows the modulation characteristics of a strong interac-
tion with the seed wake. This results in a growth of the
3-3



TABLE I. Laser and plasma parameters used in seeded SM-LWFA simulations.

Parameter Value

Laser wavelength, �L 10:6 �m
Laser pulse duration, �L

a 8:44 ps
Laser peak power, PL 0:5 TW
Laser pulse energy, EL 5:3 J
Laser beam focus radius, w0 111 �m
Laser beam Rayleigh range, zR 3:64 mm
Normalized laser field strength, a0 0:462
Plasma lengthb 2–3 mm
Plasma density on axis, n0

c 0:89� 1017 cm�3

PL=Pcrit (for self-focusing) 0.265
Time delay between peak of laser pulse and peak of seed e-beam bunch, td 2.97 or 8.91 ps
E-beam energy (seed and witness), Einj 64 MeV
Seed e-beam intrinsic energy spread [%] � 1%d

Seed e-beam bunch charge 199 pC
Seed e-beam bunch length, �e-seed 118 fs
Seed e-beam focus size at capillary, 
e-seed 50 �m
Witness e-beam intrinsic energy spread [%] 0.05
Witness e-beam bunch charge � 500 pCe

Witness e-beam bunch length, �e-witness 1.23 ps
Witness e-beam focus size at capillary, 
e-witness 20 �m
Time delay between seed and witness e-beam bunches, �d 6–21 ps

aThe full-width-at-half-maximum pulse duration of the laser intensity is equal to �FWHM � 2
�������
ln2
p

�L � 9:93 ps.
bThe plasma length is assumed to be the same as the capillary length.
cThe plasma density is assumed uniform over the entire plasma length.
dThe seed e-beam propagates with constant velocity determined by its energy without changing its shape, so the results do not depend
on the initial energy spread.
eNot critical assuming loading effects can be ignored.
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wakefield potential as shown plotted to the right of the seed
bunch in Fig. 2.

Note that the wakefield potential over the first 1.5 mm
propagation distance (see Fig. 1) is not the pure amplitude
of the plasma wave (which is responsible for accelerating
the electrons), but also reflects the ponderomotive potential
of the laser pulse.
FIG. 1. (Color) Model prediction for the maximum of laser field
parameter ja�r � 0; z�jmax and wakefield potential ��max (r �
0; z) as a function of distance along the plasma for td � 2:97 ps.
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In Fig. 3, we see that the wakefields are predominately
longitudinal after a propagation distance of 2.62 mm. They
remain longitudinal even for distances over 5 mm (not
shown). The radial extent of the strongest wakefields ex-
FIG. 2. (Color) Model prediction for laser field parameter
ja�r � 0�j and wakefield potential �� (r � 0) as a function of
time for z � 2:62 mm and td � 2:97 ps. Also plotted are the
seed and witness e-beam bunch positions for �d � 12 ps and
ja�r � 0; z � 0�j.
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FIG. 3. (Color) Model prediction for wakefield potential distri-
bution ���r; �� plotted after a propagation distance of 2.62 mm
for td � 2:97 ps.
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tends to approximately kpr � 3. For a plasma density of
8:9� 1016 cm�3, the plasma wavelength �p � 112 �m
and kp � 2�=�p � 561 cm�1. Hence, kpr � 3 corre-
sponds to a radial distance of 53 �m. Thus, the witness
e-beam bunch rms radius should be less than this distance.

These figures demonstrate effective wakefield genera-
tion after propagation over the first 2 mm (representing the
initial stage of self-modulation development). Moreover,
the wakefields generated are primarily longitudinal rather
than transverse. This overcomes the problem that is pre-
dicted to appear if the ATF CO2 laser pulse alone is used to
generate wakefields via SM-LWFA.

Figure 2 also illustrates a typical time separation �d
between the seed and witness e-beam bunches, and their
FIG. 4. (Color) Model prediction for energy spectrum of witness
bunch for td � 2:97 ps and different time delays between the
seed and witness e-beam bunches for an acceleration length
Lacc � 2 mm.
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temporal positions relative to the laser pulse. In this par-
ticular case, �d � 12 ps.

Figure 4 presents the predicted energy spectrum of the
witness bunch for 
e-witness � 20 �m, �e-witness � 1:23 ps,
and an acceleration length Lacc � 2 mm. Plotted are the
spectrums for different �d between the seed and witness
e-beam bunches. The intrinsic energy spread of the in-
jected witness e-beam bunch is neglected in this figure.
(Other model runs show that a small intrinsic energy spread
of the witness e-beam, which is much smaller than the final
energy spectrum, does not change the energy modulation
characteristics of the witness bunch.) A double-peak en-
ergy spectrum is observed, which is evidence of sinusoidal
energy modulation [16]. This peak modulation appears to
reach a steady-state maximum value of  �1 MeV for
time separations greater than �d � 10 ps. This implies the
time delay between the seed and witness e-beam bunches
is not critical and delays of �d  10–20 ps are acceptable.

An acceleration distance of 2 mm is comparable to the
dephasing length calculated by using the average phase
velocity of the wakefield at z  2 mm, i.e., Ldph �
�p ��2

ph � 1:8 mm with ��ph � 4, which is derived from
analysis of the wakefield phase obtained in separate calcu-
lations. (Note the relativistic parameter associated with the
group velocity of the laser pulse is �g � !0=!p � 10:6.)
This explains why the spectra in Fig. 4 are more sym-
metrical than those that will be shown later for Lacc �
3 mm.

The spectrum for the shortest time separation (�d �
6 ps) displays a small peak at the mean e-beam energy
(i.e., 64 MeV). This is caused by a small number of witness
electrons that are located on the low amplitude wakefield
near the seed e-beam bunch position. This peak will also be
clearly seen later in Fig. 5.
FIG. 5. (Color) Model prediction for energy spectrum of witness
bunch for td � 2:97 ps and different time delays between the
seed and witness e-beam bunches for an acceleration length
Lacc � 3 mm.
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FIG. 7. (Color) Model prediction for energy spectrum of witness
bunch for td � 8:91 ps and different time delays between the
seed and witness e-beam bunches for an acceleration length
Lacc � 3 mm.
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Increasing the acceleration length by 50% to Lacc �
3 mm, the predicted energy spectra are shown in Fig. 5.
The maximum amount of modulation has increased by
�400% to nearly �4 MeV and the spectra have become
considerably asymmetric in shape. The more pronounced
asymmetry of the spectrum (in comparison with Fig. 4) is a
consequence of the acceleration distance, Lacc � 3 mm,
exceeding the dephasing length, Ldph � 1:8 mm, which
leads to deceleration of a substantial part of the electrons
in the witness bunch.

B. Time delay between laser and seed pulses
td � 8:91 ps

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the various
pulses and fields when the time delay between the laser
and seed pulse is increased to td � 8:91 ps. Comparing
Fig. 6 with Fig. 2, this is achieved by having the seed
e-beam bunch arrive earlier with respect to the laser pulse.
The witness e-beam bunch is essentially in the same time
location with respect to the laser pulse. Moving the seed
bunch earlier allows the wakefields to begin growing ear-
lier within the laser pulse thereby resulting in higher
amplitude of the wakefield potential, cf. wakefield poten-
tial plots in Figs. 2 and 6.

Figure 7 shows the energy spectrum for different time
separations between the seed and witness e-beam bunches
for a witness e-beam bunch with an intrinsic energy spread
of 
E � 0:05%Einj and an acceleration length Lacc �

3 mm. The maximum energy modulation has now in-
creased to over�6 MeV. This corresponds to an accelera-
tion gradient of 2 GeV=m.

There is also a larger concentration of decelerated elec-
trons at approximately 60.5 MeV due to increased decel-
FIG. 6. (Color) Model prediction for laser field parameter
ja�r � 0�j and wakefield potential ���r � 0� as a function of
time for td � 8:91 ps. Also plotted are the seed and witness
e-beam bunch positions for �d � 17 ps and ja�r � 0; z � 0�j.
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erating forces (as compared with Figs. 4 and 5) for the main
portion of electrons in the witness e-beam bunch because
the acceleration length exceeds the dephasing length.

Moreover, in our simulations the witness bunch length
(� 1000 �m) is much longer than the plasma wavelength
(� 100 �m), which results in the energy modulation seen
in the figures. Efficient, monoenergetic acceleration is
possible if the witness bunch length can made of order
1=10 the plasma wavelength. This should be achievable
using a technique similar to the STELLA experiment [16],
where the witness electrons are energy modulated in a
short-length, seeded SM-LWFA device and allowed to
form a train of microbunches. These microbunches
can be subsequently sent into a second LWFA device
and rephrased with the plasma wave for maximum
acceleration.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel method for generating wakefields has been
analyzed, which combines PWFA and SM-LWFA. It pro-
vides several potential benefits: (1) It enables strong wake-
field generation that is comparable to conventional SM-
LWFA, but where the laser pulse characteristics are insuf-
ficient to initiate the SM-LWFA process by using the laser
pulse only. (2) The longitudinal structure of the wakefield
is tied closely to the seed e-beam bunch, which may enable
more precise control of the wakefield phase, thereby facil-
itating staging of LWFA devices. (3) For the conditions at
the ATF, seeded SM-LWFA permits operation at consid-
erably higher plasma densities than pseudoresonant
LWFA, thereby easing the operational requirements of a
capillary discharge.

The STELLA-LW experiment plans a proof-of-principle
demonstration of seeded SM-LWFA in the near future [17]
with the goal of observing the type of energy modulation
3-6
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predicted in this paper. Future experiments would build
upon this proof-of-principle experiment to demonstrate
microbunch formation, staging, and monoenergetic
acceleration.
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